
The Art of Affirmation

True confession: I, Suzanne Eder, former CPA, financial analyst and serious
businesswoman, use affirmations. I use them regularly and with great enthusiasm.

And yes, I’m talking about the kind of feel-good positive statements that are
often the subject of derision and ridicule, and have been for quite some time. Who can
forget the childlike, deeply insecure but still likeable character on Saturday Night Live,
portrayed by Al Franken, who used affirmations in a misguided attempt to build his
self esteem? I believe his name was Stuart Smalley, and he would sit in front of the
mirror and say things such as, “I am smart, I am talented and people love me.” We
laughed because it was so preposterous: he appeared neither smart nor talented nor
popular, and trying to convince himself otherwise seemed naïve at best – and pathetic
at worst. Surely no sane person would engage in such a ridiculous ritual of self-denial!

Or would they?

It turns out that sane people actually do use affirmations. People who are not
only thoughtful, intelligent and educated, but also kind, loving, peaceful – and
successful. Time and again, on my journey of personal growth and transformation, I
would read or hear about affirmations from the most credible of sources: people who
were living the kind of life I wanted to live. Perhaps these seemingly silly affirmations
had more substance than I initially thought. I decided to set aside my skepticism and
explore them for myself.

And here is the first thing I learned: there is a real art to the process of using
affirmations. It cannot be done effectively as a mere technique or as an action item to
check off your to-do list. It cannot be done with one eyebrow cocked in suspicious
disbelief. Using affirmations must be done with respect, willingness and a great and
open heart. A sense of curiosity and adventure helps, too.

So let’s look a little more closely at how to use affirmations effectively. I
understand now that it’s essential to use them within a framework of belief that
supports their value and substance. Here’s what I mean, using my own experience as an
example: I have come to believe that we’re living in an abundant, loving universe, and
that life is meant to be lived in joy. I believe that we are inherently worthy. I believe that
our soul’s longings lead us unfailingly to our greatest fulfillment, and to creating or
giving what the world most needs from us. I believe we are all deserving of support,
love and inspiration as we commit to honoring our soul’s needs.

Those beliefs form my worldview, and within that context the use of affirmations
makes sense. If I believed in a world of scarcity and struggle, a dog-eat-dog world of
striving to prove our value and get our share, then telling myself something such as,
“All of my needs are abundantly met” would indeed seem ridiculous. It would run
counter to my fundamental beliefs about how the world works, and so unless I was
willing to change those beliefs the affirmation would be meaningless.



Interestingly, though, affirmations themselves can be an effective means of
shifting beliefs. The key here is willingness: are you willing to believe in a friendly
universe? And are you willing to believe that, not only are these good and abundant
experiences available to the general population, they are available to you, personally?
Are you willing to believe you have what it takes to live a fulfilling, awake and inspired
life?

For the sake of finishing this article I’m going to assume you are willing, so let’s
keep going. This whole notion of willingness and believability is central to the art of
affirmations. Too often I’ve seen them used, not as loving suggestions to coax us into a
new reality, but as “pasteovers.” That’s what Stuart Smalley did, or appeared to do. He
tried pasting over his fears of not being good enough with positive affirmations, and
that simply cannot work. It’s like putting yummy buttercream icing on a burned cake
and hoping no one will notice it doesn’t taste quite right.

There’s a small but significant step that needs to be taken before we can use
affirmations effectively. But first, a quick definition:  affirmations are positive, loving
statements of something we wish to be, create or experience. And we use them because,
up to now, we haven’t fully created or experienced what we wish for. (Probably
because we’re holding a belief that says we can’t.) Or we use them to fortify and sustain
the experiences we wish to continue, deepen or expand.

Here’s an example of how I’ve called on affirmations to help me create
something I truly want. During my transition from full-time, salaried work in corporate
America to self-employment as a life coach, writer and teacher, I’ve had to challenge my
beliefs about getting paid – or not - for doing work I love. I made the initial leap from
full-time salaried employee to part-time consultant, but even as my new work as a
teacher and coach started to grow, and I longed to leave the consulting work behind, I
hesitated to leave the corporate world altogether. I discovered through self-inquiry that
I was holding on to a belief that says, “Only corporate work really pays.”

I could have chosen at that point to create a really sparkling and positive
affirmation to paste over the belief that only corporate work pays - and keep repeating
it and repeating it and hoping that I would believe it - but thankfully I knew better than
to do that right away. I needed to first take the small but significant step I mentioned
above: I needed to pause, acknowledge and challenge the old belief before I could adopt
a new one. If you could picture beliefs as balloons, I needed to look at the balloon, see if
I really liked it – then after deciding I didn’t like it I needed to take a pin, poke a hole in
the balloon and let all the air out. Otherwise I’d just be carrying around an ugly and
unwieldy balloon that would keep bobbing up and down, obstructing my vision.

And so I did take a look at my belief-balloon and poke a hole in it. A couple of
holes, actually. But even before wielding the pin, just pausing to look at the belief
helped to lessen its hold on me.



I’m always pleasantly surprised at the power of simply acknowledgingmy
limiting beliefs. In that moment of recognizing “Only corporate work really pays” as
something I believed, I created some much-needed space between it and me – and with
space comes perspective. From the broader perspective I could challenge the belief
directly: “Is that really true?” I took the time to write in my journal about all the ways it
might not be true, for myself and for others, and all the reasons why I could be paid for
the work I love. It felt good, like having a massage therapist work out a really tight knot
in my shoulder and then reveling in a newfound ease and pleasure of movement.

After taking the time to acknowledge and challenge the old belief, I was ready to
create an affirmation, something to focus my thinking in the direction I wanted to go –
and something to remind me of what I was more than willing to believe. I created one
that feels rich and full – “I am now completely, joyously and abundantly supported
through the work I love, and my work truly matters” – and committed it to memory. I
repeated it often, as part of a daily prayer and meditation practice and whenever I
thought of it throughout the day. Giving myself permission to believe it enabled me to
finally leave the part-time corporate work I didn’t like, and devote my full-time energy
and attention to the work I loved.

It worked, and it’s still working. My business continues to grow, as does my
confidence and self-trust. Of course, that’s not the only affirmation in my collection –
nor are affirmations the only form of support I use to keep myself focused and inspired
- but it’s been a potent one for me. It’s a bold and loving declaration of the life I am
creating, and when I repeat it I feel solid and supported. And from that good-feeling
place I continue to put one foot in front of the other on this journey of creating work I
love.

And that’s one of the wonderful aspects of working with affirmations: if you’ve
chosen them with care, using them makes you feel good. They calm and focus your
mind, and help to create a sense of peacefulness and well-being. They can be inspiring,
comforting and supportive, like a really good friend who has the knack for telling you
just what you need to hear, when you need to hear it. They remind you that, while you
may still be harboring fears and doubts and skepticism about your ability to create an
inspired life, the real you is magnificent, generous, confident and trusting. Affirmations
can turn you gently away from a spiral of defeating thoughts, and point you instead
toward your deepest truth and highest self.

All you need is the willingness to believe, and a little space from your current
thought patterns to try on something new. And to keep trying on different versions of
these new thoughts until you find the ones that fit the real you. Affirmations are not a
magic wand for the instantaneous manifestation of your desires, but they can help you
create a safe and loving inner space for the birthing of your dreams.
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